Abstract.-Phylogenomic data sets are illuminating many areas of the Tree of Life. However, the large size of these data sets alone may be insufficient to resolve problematic nodes in the most rapid evolutionary radiations, because inferences in zones of extraordinarily low phylogenetic signal can be sensitive to the model and method of inference, as well as the information content of loci employed. We used a data set of >3950 ultraconserved element (UCE) loci from a classic mammalian radiation, ground-dwelling squirrels of the tribe Marmotini (Sciuridae: Xerinae), to assess sensitivity of phylogenetic estimates to varying per-locus information content across four different inference methods (RAxML, ASTRAL, NJst, and SVDquartets). Persistent discordance was found in topology and bootstrap support between concatenation-and coalescentbased inferences; among methods within the coalescent framework; and within all methods in response to different filtering scenarios. Contrary to some recent empirical UCE-based studies, filtering by information content did not promote complete among-method concordance. Nevertheless, filtering did improve concordance relative to randomly selected locus sets, largely via improved consistency of two-step summary methods (particularly NJst) under conditions of higher average per-locus variation (and thus increasing gene tree precision). The benefits of phylogenomic data set filtering are variable among classes of inference methods and across different evolutionary scenarios, reiterating the complexities of resolving rapid radiations, even with robust taxon and character sampling.
Rapid radiations are among the most difficult phylogenetic problems to resolve. This difficulty can stem from an incomplete fossil record, a paucity of molecular and morphological synapomorphies, or, in some recent radiations, past, and/or ongoing gene flow. Although the increasing availability of genomic-scale data are adding resolution in a number of recalcitrant clades [e.g., mammals (Janecka et al. 2007; McCormack et al. 2012; Song et al. 2012) , birds (McCormack et al. 2013; Jarvis et al. 2014) , and fish (Wagner et al. 2013; Gilbert et al. 2015) ], other major radiations have remained incompletely resolved despite availability of thousands, or even tens of thousands, of loci [e.g., solanaceous plants (Pease et al. 2016) ; iguanian lizards (Leaché et al. 2015; ; Myotis bats (Platt et al. 2017) ]. The latter examples illustrate the substantial uncertainty that can exist in zones of low phylogenetic signal such as rapid diversification events. They also confirm that historical inferences in those cases can sometimes depend on issues other than data set size, including speciation rate and tree shape (Rokas et al. 2005; Klopfstein et al. 2017) , evolutionary rates and variability of the loci employed (Huelsenbeck 1991; Yang 1998; Philippe et al. 2000; Townsend 2007 ), the filtering strategy used (if any) with regard to available loci (Regier et al. 2008; Salichos and Rokas 2013; Lanier et al. 2014; Doyle et al. 2015; Huang and Knowles 2016) , and the inference method utilized (Huelsenbeck 1995; Maddison and Knowles 2006; Kubatko and Degnan 2007; Posada 2016) . Parsing the potential impacts of these factors is crucial for accurate phylogenomic inference in rapidly radiating clades and paramount for a more accurately resolved Tree of Life.
Information content varies substantially across genomes of most organisms, a manifestation of biological and demographic processes (e.g., locus length and substitution rate, including the probability of multiple hits, and population size) that, cumulatively, can significantly impact evolutionary inferences. As a result of this among-locus variability, filtering data sets to improve relative information content has been leveraged to increase statistical and inferential power in a variety of empirical settings (e.g., Philippe et al. 2000; Regier et al. 2008; Salichos and Rokas 2013; Betancur-R et al. 2014) . Benefits of filtering can persist even in cases where taxon sampling is robust, or where character data are essentially unlimited (e.g., availability of whole genome sequences). Filtering is capable of improving phylogenetic resolution at difficult nodes (Lanier et al. 2014; Doyle et al. 2015; Klopfstein et al. 2017) , improving parameter estimates from the data (Roure et al. 2013; Harris et al. 2014) , and potentially guiding phylogenetic inferences when alignments contain missing taxa (Wiens 2006; Wiens and Morrill 2011; Roure et al. 2013) . Filtering can also decrease analytical time in some applications, such as fully hierarchical coalescent methods (e.g.,
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McLEAN ET AL.-PHYLOGENOMIC DATA SET FILTERING 299 *BEAST and BEST), which remain computationally prohibitive for many large phylogenomic data sets.
Various approaches exist for improving information content and phylogenetic signal of data sets, including site-, locus-, and taxon-based filtering (see Dornburg et al. 2018 for one recent review). Herein, we focus specifically on locus-based filters, which are based on identifiable properties of loci or the gene trees derived from them, and thus may be immediately useful to empirical phylogeneticists as filtering criteria. One of the most common locus-specific filters is evolutionary rate, and this approach has been used to resolve difficult nodes across a variety of organisms (Philippe et al. 2000; Nozaki et al. 2007; Lartillot and Philippe 2008; Regier et al. 2008; Salichos and Rokas 2013) . Alternative locusbased metrics not explicitly based on evolutionary rate or variability also exist, but these remain underexplored at phylogenomic scales. For example, Doyle et al. (2015) filtered by clocklike-ness and posterior predictive consistency of genes and found better performance of both metrics relative to evolutionary rate; however, the optimal metric was still dependent on the data set being analyzed (Doyle et al. 2015) . Klopfstein et al. (2017) explored impacts of six different locus-based filtering criteria (including sequence-and gene-tree based criteria) and found that several of those filters performed favorably across a range of tree shapes. These studies have enumerated the range of filtering options and their potential benefits for inferences; however, our understanding of how filtering is most effectively applied across empirical phylogenomic data sets taken from non-model clades remains narrow.
Particularly relevant for modern phylogenomic studies is better characterization of how locus-based filtering impacts summary coalescent methods. Summary coalescent methods provide efficient algorithms for species tree inference that are statistically consistent with the multispecies coalescent model, and these methods have been the focus of substantial development and usage (see reviews by Nakhleh 2013; DeGiorgio and Degnan 2014; Xu and Yang 2016) . The "two-step" class of summary methods, in particular, infers species trees from individual gene trees, the latter of which are assumed to be known without error. However, reliability of some summary coalescent methods has been debated (e.g., Gatesy and Springer 2014; Springer and Gatesy 2016) ; a specific concern is sensitivity of these methods to imprecise gene trees derived from low-information loci (e.g., Lanier et al. 2014; Mirarab et al. 2014; Roch and Warnow 2015; Xu and Yang 2016; Blom et al. 2017) . Because low-information loci can support alternative gene genealogies with equal probability, they may introduce substantial "nonphylogenetic signal" into species tree analyses (Phillippe et al. 2011; Hahn and Nakhleh 2015) . This valid concern has prompted a variety of potentially suboptimal solutions, including omission of low-information loci from empirical data sets, binning of loci into supergenes of relatively higher signal Bayzid et al. 2015) , collapsing of gene tree nodes with support below user-specified thresholds (Salichos and Rokas 2013; Zhang et al. 2018) , or preference for inference methods statistically inconsistent with the coalescent (e.g., concatenation; Springer and Gatesy 2016) .
To understand the benefits of data set filtering to empirical phylogenomics, it is necessary to evaluate impacts of filtering on these methods under complex real-world diversification scenarios (Doyle et al. 2015; Klopfstein et al. 2017) . However, studies relevant for this task are limited. Harris et al. (2014) analyzed a 40-gene data set from closely related chickadees (including hybridizing lineages) and found that excluding relatively low-information loci resulted in species trees congruent with those inferred from the full data set. Similarly, Blom et al. (2017) analyzed over 2000 genes from the Cryptoblepharus lizard radiation in Australia and found that a relatively small number of the most informative loci performed almost as well as the full data set in summary coalescent analysis. Manthey et al. (2016) encountered incongruence among species trees in tanager phylogeny using >700 ultraconserved elements (UCEs), but found that excluding relatively low-information loci promoted topological congruence. Meiklejohn et al. (2016) also found improved performance of summary coalescent methods when uninformative or low-information loci were excluded from a 1500-locus data set of gallopheasants. Similarly, Hosner et al. (2016) found that exclusion of lower-information loci promoted amongmethod species tree congruence across the deeper galliform phylogeny. Other studies have filtered of phylogenomic data sets according to metrics of locus information content (e.g., Giarla and Esselstyn 2015 in Crocidura shrews; Hawkins et al. 2016 in southeast Asian squirrels), possibly to improve data completeness or phylogenetic consistency, but without explicit focus on effects of these filters.
In this article, we focus on locus-based data set filtering and its impacts for phylogenomic inference in an instance of known rapid radiation; ground-dwelling squirrels of the tribe Marmotini (chipmunks, ground squirrels, marmots, prairie dogs; >91 species in 13 genera; Wilson and Reeder 2005; Helgen et al. 2009; Thorington et al. 2012 ; but see Patterson and Norris 2016 who consider additional genera). Modern marmotine ground squirrels represent a rapid radiation that began in the middle to late Miocene (∼7-9 Ma), likely spurred by ecological opportunities associated with global environmental change and the expansion of grassland ecosystems across the vast Holarctic region. At that time, the fossil record documents nearly simultaneous origins of multiple, genus-level crown lineages (Black 1963 (Black , 1972 Goodwin 2008) . Modern marmotine species are geographically widespread, and some are model organisms in physiological, sociological, life history, and climate change research. However, rapid radiation, combined with episodes of morphological conservatism as well as convergence (Black 1963; Goodwin 2008; Zelditch et al. 2015; McLean et al. 2018) , has hampered VOL. 68 phylogenetic studies based on morphological (Bryant 1945; Black 1963; Hafner 1984; Goodwin 2008) and multilocus (Hafner 1984; Harrison et al. 2003; Steppan et al. 2004; Fabre et al. 2012; McLean et al. 2016 ) data sets. In particular, there is ongoing uncertainty concerning the sequence and timing of diversification among genera and major species groups of marmotines across the Holarctic.
We generated the first genomic-scale sequence data set from Marmotini comprised of >3950 UCEs, including taxon sampling designed to target genericand subgeneric-level splits that lie at the core of marmotine morphological, ecological, and behavioral diversification. UCEs are well suited for this question because they contain highly conserved core regions that can be targeted at deeper taxonomic levels (Bejerano et al. 2004; Faircloth et al. 2012) as well as flanking regions sufficiently variable to be informative at a range of temporal scales (Gilbert et al. 2015) . In addition, UCEs have been applied successfully to a number of major vertebrate radiations (e.g., McCormack et al. 2012; McCormack et al. 2013; Esselstyn et al. 2017) . We filtered the UCE data set to locus subsets of varying overall size and average per-locus information content, using the proportion of variable sites per locus as a filtering criterion. We examined impacts of filtering on phylogenetic inferences under four commonly employed methods (RAxML, NJst, ASTRAL, and SVDquartets), including two gene-tree based methods. We also contrasted the performance of methods on empirically filtered data sets with subsets of UCEs selected at random with respect to information content. Integrating across all methods and data sets, we provide new insights into higher-level marmotine relationships but also expose areas of the phylogeny where resolution is notably sensitive to average information content as well as the inference method employed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Samples and Sequencing
We sampled tissues of 68 specimens from 35 species representing all 13 genera currently recognized within tribe Marmotini (Wilson and Reeder 2005; Helgen et al. 2009 ; Supplementary Appendix S1 available on Dryad at https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.t358vv1). We refer to chipmunks (Tamias) as tribe Tamiini in some places; this provides a convenient way to reference higher taxa, but tribal status of this clade is not currently accepted by all taxonomic authorities. Ingroup sampling includes Père David's Rock Squirrel (Sciurotamias davidianus), which has been variously placed in other sciurid tribes (Tamiasciurini, chickarees or red squirrels; or Ratufini, giant tree squirrels), but whose inclusion in Marmotini was supported by limited nuclear data (Steppan et al. 2004) . In most cases, we sampled multiple individuals per ingroup species (33 of 35) and multiple species per genus to maximize chances of observing coalescent events and thus increasing phylogenetic precision. Within genera or species groups known to have experienced past mitochondrial capture, we attempted to sample species not directly involved in hybridization with each other, although one such pair is included in our full data set (Tamias speciosus, T. minimus). Finally, we also sampled three unambiguous outgroup taxa. First, we sampled two tree squirrel species (Sciurus aberti, Tamiasciurus hudsonicus), the latter of which was chosen specifically to provide further insight into tribal affiliation of Père David's Rock Squirrel. We also sampled the sister taxon to all squirrels, Aplodontia rufa (family Aplodontiidae).
Genomic DNA was extracted from frozen (N = 69), or fluid-preserved (N = 2) tissues, or from dried museum study skins (N = 3), using a standard salt extraction protocol. The few dried samples that we used (skin clips or toe pads) were first cleaned by removing hair and debris, cut into sub-centimeter sized pieces, soaked in 70% ethanol overnight, with three changes of ethanol. Samples were then rinsed in STE buffer for 24 h under refrigeration, vortexing intermittently. Final extractions were quantified flourometrically using a Qubit (Life Technologies Corporation). Aliquots of 0.5-4 g of genomic DNA were submitted to RapidGenomics, LLC (Gainesville, FL, USA) for library prep and sequencing. UCE loci were captured using the UCE-5Kv1 probe set (http://www.mycroarray.com/mybaits/mybaits-UCEs. html), libraries were enriched, and sequencing was performed using 2 × 100 paired-end technology on the Illumina HiSeq platform. Identical library preparation procedures were followed regardless of sample age or preservation method.
Raw UCE reads were quality trimmed using illumiprocessor (Faircloth 2013 ), a wrapper for Trimmomatic v0.36 (Bolger et al. 2014) included in the phyluce (Faircloth 2015) pipeline. We assembled loci in Trinity v1 (Grabherr et al. 2011 ) using the phyluce script assemblo_trinity. We then matched assemblies to the UCE probes, extracted these assemblies, and used the wrapper script phyluce_align_seqcap_align to compile and align individual UCE loci in MAFFT (Katoh and Standley 2013) . Instead of the default phyluce trimming settings, we used a series of R v3.3.2 (R Core Team 2016) scripts and the deleteGaps function in the ips package (Heibl 2014) to trim UCE flanks to positions at least 50% taxon representation. The above trimming approach also served as a general tool to remove poorly represented nucleotide positions within core UCEs. Finally, we removed individual samples deviating in raw pairwise genetic distance >20% from the global consensus sequence on a per-locus basis (similar to default settings in phyluce); based on current knowledge of UCE variability (e.g., Bejerano et al. 2004 ), these likely represent assembly errors, so their removal is a conservative step. Finally, we used the phyluce scripts phyluce_align_get_only_loci_with_min_taxa and phyluce_align_get_informative_sites to identify and remove loci with less than 50% taxon completeness and less than 10 variable sites per locus, respectively (N = 448). We did this to avoid introducing excessive Note: Countries of origin are represented by ISO codes (CA = Canada; CN = China; IR = Iran; MN = Mongolia; MX = Mexico; RU = Russia; USA = United States America). *Sciurotamias davidianus is of uncertain tribal status.
noise into our unfiltered analyses (particularly ASTRAL and NJst) arising from highly imprecise gene trees. The remaining data set consisted of 3951 UCEs and constituted our baseline data set upon which all further filtering and analyses were conducted.
Filtering Loci by Proportion of Variable Sites
Following bioinformatic processing, we filtered the baseline data set into eight additional, nested UCE data sets of increasing average information content ("empirically filtered" data sets). Information content was quantified as the number of variable sites per locus relative to total locus length (i.e., numbers of variable sites/locus length). As previously noted, other metrics of information content exist besides relative numbers of variable sites that may capture intrinsic (e.g., absolute or relative numbers of parsimony informative sites, substitution rate) or emergent (e.g., branch length, node resolution, or node bootstrap support in gene trees) properties of loci. We chose numbers of variable sites because 1) an intrinsic metric is more desirable than an emergent metric as a filtering criterion because the former does not require inference of gene or species trees, which could introduce further error, and 2) numbers of variable sites are usually correlated with other intrinsic metrics employed previously, such as evolutionary rate, numbers of parsimony informative sites, or genetic distances among samples. We chose to relativize our metric of information content (i.e., variable sites scaled to locus length) because variation in locus length among UCEs is relatively low (e.g., Table 1 ); however, we note that a relative metric would be inappropriate for phylogenomic data sets 302 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 68 that display more substantial variation in locus length. To filter the baseline data set, we used the phyluce script phyluce_align_get_informative_sites.py to identify all UCEs with ≥5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 , and 35% variable sites, and we extracted and binned these loci using custom scripts. The levels of variation in the filtered data sets span a range that is statistically representative of our overall data set (global median of 15%, first and third quartiles 9.5 and 22.2%, variable sites per locus).
To help disentangle the effects of decreasing data set size from the relatively higher site variation contained in our filtered data sets, we also constructed and analyzed subsets of UCE loci selected at random with respect to information content ("randomly selected" data sets). Beginning again with the baseline UCE data set, we randomly selected identical numbers of loci as were present in the original data set filtered to ≥5% relative variability, and so on, for all eight levels of locus variability. This resulted in randomly selected, nested locus subsets that exactly mimic the decrease in locus number of the original data sets, but which should not display changes in average variability. We performed this entire routine five times, resulting in six total data sets (one empirical data set filtered by information content and five randomly selected data sets) that were carried independently through species tree inference and the additional analyses described below.
Phylogenetic Inference
We inferred phylogeny from each data set using a concatenated approach in RAxML (Stamatakis 2014 ), a two-step (i.e., gene trees as input for species tree inference) summary coalescent approach in both ASTRAL and NJst (Liu and Yu 2011) , and a site-based coalescent method in SVDquartets (Chifman and Kubatko 2014) . These are among the most commonly used methods in modern phylogenomic studies, but embody a range of approaches to species tree inference. Specifically, the methods span a major methodological dichotomy in multilocus phylogenetics (total evidence vs. coalescent-based), the latter three methods being statistically consistent under the coalescent and thus able to explicitly accommodate the gene tree heterogeneity expected in rapid radiations (Degnan and Rosenberg 2006; Kubatko and Degnan 2007; Chifman and Kubatko 2014 ). These methods also utilize different forms of phylogenetic data (sites vs. gene trees); NJst and ASTRAL are the only methods expected to be sensitive to gene tree estimation error. Thus, the suite of methods we used may perform differently for different empirical systems and levels of gene tree resolution (e.g., Xu and Yang 2016; Molloy and Warnow 2018) . For example, SVDquartets may provide an attractive coalescent-based alternative to two-step summary methods in clades where gene tree estimation error is high. However, concatenation still performs as well or better than coalescent-based methods in a minority of situations, such as when loci have limited variation, when incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) is low, or gene tree estimation error is high (e.g., Gatesy and Springer 2014; Mirarab et al. 2014; Molloy and Warnow 2018) .
For RAxML analyses, we generated concatenated matrices from each UCE data set described above using the Python package amas.py (Borowiec 2016) . Inferences were performed in RAxML v8.2.8 (Stamatakis 2014) assuming a GTR substitution model with gammadistributed rate heterogeneity (-m GTRGAMMA option) with 25 categories (the default), and support was assessed with a rapid bootstrap analysis of 100 replicates (-f a option) followed by a thorough ML tree search. All inferences were conducted under the GTRGAMMA rate heterogeneity model instead of the faster GTRCAT model to obtain more interpretable estimates of rate heterogeneity, and because preliminary GTRCAT analyses yielded inconsistent support values for a minority of problematic branches. To assess the possibility of topological effects from long-branch attraction, we reanalyzed all empirical data sets with the distant outgroup A. rufa removed. All RAxML runs were conducted on the CIPRES Science Gateway (www.phylo.org; Miller et al. 2010) .
We used the summary coalescent methods ASTRAL and NJst (Liu and Yu 2011) to infer species trees from UCE gene trees. ASTRAL computes a species tree that agrees with the highest number of taxon quartets induced by a set of given gene trees and the method performs well on a range of phylogenomic data sets Chou et al. 2015; Mirarab et al. 2016 ). NJst infers a species tree by first constructing a distance matrix describing average distances (in number of internodes) between taxon pairs in gene trees (i.e., gene-tree internode distances; Liu and Yu 2011) . NJst is closely related to the STAR method (Liu et al. 2009 ) but applicable to unrooted trees (Allman et al. 2018) . For input in both ASTRAL and NJst, we first inferred gene trees in RAxML v8.1.17, assuming a GTR substitution model with gamma-distributed rate heterogeneity for each locus. Gene tree support was assessed from a rapid bootstrap analysis with 100 replicates. We used the gene tree with the highest likelihood score from these analyses (RAxML bestTree) as input in ASTRAL and NJst. We ran ASTRAL v5.1.0 and NJst in the legacy R package phybase (Liu 2014) , both with default settings and accounting for sampling of multiple individuals within species.
Finally, we used the SVDquartets method (Chifman and Kubatko 2014) implemented in PAUP* v4.0a158 (Swofford 2003) to infer species trees. SVDquartets utilizes site patterns in the sequence data directly (typically a series of SNPs) by computing and comparing matrices whose entries are probabilities of all possible observed site patterns given the three possible splits on a four-taxon tree. The method may thus avoid errors that can be introduced via gene tree estimation, which is desirable when information content (and thus gene tree precision) is low. To date, SVDquartets has been shown to be efficient and accurate under several realistic biological scenarios (Chifman and Kubatko 2014) . For SVDquartets analyses, we used concatenated matrices partitioned by UCE locus as input and performed exhaustive tree searches (i.e., all possible quartets evaluated).
To capture variation in topological support among methods, we performed bootstrapping for all data sets and methods (100 replicates per data set). RAxML boostrapping was performed as described above. The "site-only" bootstrap method was performed in ASTRAL, which, for each replicate, samples a gene tree bootstrap replicate at random (i.e., from RAxML) for each locus. Due to computational restrictions, we only performed ASTRAL bootstrapping for three of the five randomly selected data sets. NJst bootstrapping was performed identically to that in ASTRAL using R scripts (i.e., drawing one random gene tree bootstrap replicate per locus each time without replacement). In SVDquartets, we performed 100 standard bootstrap replicates for each data set as implemented in that program, each time assessing support based on 250,000 randomly sampled quartets. Because we were interested in comparing species tree inferences with respect to specific subsets of UCE loci, we did not perform locus bootstrapping in any of the above analyses. We used the addConfidences function in the R package phangorn (Schliep et al. 2016) to summarize bootstrap support values on target species trees. All gene tree and species tree routines were conducted using computing clusters at University of New Mexico (Center for Advanced Research Computing; www.carc.unm.edu) and University of Florida (UF Research Computing; https://www.rc.ufl.edu/).
Quantifying Discordance Among Trees and Methods
We used the R packages ape (Paradis et al. 2015) , treespace (Jombart et al. 2017) , and phangorn to quantify and visualize differences among our phylogenetic estimates. Species tree discordance was quantified throughout using the Robinson-Foulds (RF) distance metric ('RF.dist function' in phangorn), both with respect to unfiltered trees within methods as well as filters among methods. Bootstrap support values as well as quartet support values (the latter only in ASTRAL) for specific phylogenetic hypotheses were tabulated manually from species trees ('addConfidences' function in phangorn). The 'treespace' function in treespace was used to visualize distances among empirically filtered and randomly selected tree sets, again based on the RF metric.
RESULTS
Processing and assembly of raw Illumina HiSeq reads in phyluce yielded 4399 assembled UCE contigs, similar to that observed in some other vertebrate studies that utilized approximately the same vertebrate probe set (e.g., Hosner et al. 2016; Hawkins et al. 2016; Manthey et al. 2016; . Median length of the aligned, trimmed assemblies that constitute the baseline UCE data set (initially filtered to include ≥50% taxon completeness and ≥ 10 variable sites per locus) was 627 bp; median taxon representation for these loci was 70 (of 74 total samples; Table 2 ). Exclusion of six outgroup samples (representing all three outgroup species) did not significantly affect average locus length, but did result in decreases in the proportion of both variable and phylogenetically informative sites per locus (Wilcoxon rank sum tests, P << 0.01 for each; Table 2 ). Numbers of raw UCE contigs recovered for each sample are presented in Table 2 , and additional information on the ages and preservation types of samples can be found in Supplementary Appendix S1 available on Dryad. Because nearly all of our samples were from frozen tissues, we were unable to statistically assess effects of sample preservation type on UCE contigs recovered. However, we found no correlation between the number of UCE contigs recovered and sample age (linear regression, r 2 =−0.01,P = 0.71).
Systematic filtering of loci with respect to information content (as described above) yielded filtered data sets that varied in size by over an order of magnitude, from 150 UCEs (≥35% relative variability) to 3951 UCEs (≥5% relative variability; Fig. 1 ). Concatenated matrices likewise varied in length by over an order of magnitude, from 90.9Kb to 2.4Mb, respectively. Parsing of 1) the total number of sites and 2) the total number of variable sites within filtered data sets confirmed that changes in relative variability across empirically filtered data sets were indeed reflective of an increase in numbers of variable sites per locus (and not simply a decrease in total locus lengths; Supplementary Fig. S1 available on Dryad). This pattern is borne out when comparing relative locus information content to absolute numbers of variable sites between paired empirically filtered and randomly selected data sets (Fig. 2) ; these findings suggest that comparisons among empirically filtered data sets, as well as between empirically filtered and randomly selected data sets, are unlikely to be biased by changes in relative proportions of variable sites that went undetected by our relativized metric FIGURE 2. Differences in per-locus variability between empirically filtered and randomly selected UCE data sets are due to differences in the absolute number of variable sites. For each of the eight filtered data sets, differences in the mean number of variable sites per locus (y-axis) are plotted against differences in mean proportion of variable sites per locus (x-axis; the metric of information content used in this article). Error bars correspond to the total range of differences for each variable. (Fig. 2) . As expected, the proportion of variable sites per locus was significantly correlated with the proportion of parsimony informative sites per locus (r 2 = 0.90,P < 0.01); variability was also a significant predictor of gene tree precision as reflected in mean bootstrap support (r 2 = 0.79,P < 0.01) and numbers of nodes resolved in those gene trees (r 2 = 0.83,P < 0.01, Supplementary  Fig. S2 available on Dryad). Variability is thus acceptable as a general proxy for per-locus information content in this system. RAxML concatenated analysis of our baseline data set produced a tree (Fig. 3) mostly consistent with existing knowledge of marmotine relationships. As with all methods and data sets used in this study, species diversity is apportioned into four general groups: chipmunks (Tamias; recognized as tribe Tamiini by some authors), which form the sister clade to all other marmotines except possibly Sciurotamias; antelope and tropical ground squirrels (Ammospermophilus and Notocitellus, respectively); marmots and other ecologically generalist ground squirrels (Marmota, Otospermophilus, Callospermophilus); and a morphologically and ecologically diverse clade of six ground squirrel genera (Spermophilus, Urocitellus, Poliocitellus, Xerospermophilus, Ictidomys, Cynomys). All nodes in the RAxML tree received high (>90%) bootstrap support except for 3, each of which was found within the ecologically diverse ground squirrel genera listed above (Fig. 3) . When the full empirical data set was reanalyzed with the distant outgroup A. rufa removed, we recovered an identical tree topology to Figure 3 .
Each of the three coalescent-based inference methods yielded roughly similar topologies based on the unfiltered data set (Fig. 4) . However, there were notable discordances at deeper levels among these methods, as well as between them and RAxML, which were localized to short, internal branches subtending various pulses of ground squirrel diversification. These include 1) the divergent Asian rock squirrels Sciurotamias; 2) the morphologically distinctive, large-bodied marmots (Marmota); and 3) the Holarctic ground squirrels (Urocitellus; Fig. 4) . Interestingly, all of these regions were problematic in previous gene-by-gene studies (Sciurotamias, Steppan et al. 2004; Marmota, Steppan et al. 1999 Urocitellus, Harrison et al. 2003; McLean et al. 2016) . Few trends emerged across data sets and methods, however, to allow us to identify causes of discordances. For example, the divergent Sciurotamias was recovered as sister to the remainder of Marmotini in unfiltered data sets in RAxML and ASTRAL, but not in other coalescent-based methods. Marmota was recovered as sister to Otospermophilus/Callospermophilus in the two site-based methods RAxML and SVDquartets, but this relationship was absent in the gene-tree 305 FIGURE 3. Phylogenetic hypothesis of tribe Marmotini based on unpartitioned maximum likelihood analysis of the baseline UCE data set (3951 UCE loci, ≥50% taxonomic completeness, ≥10 total variable sites per locus). The tree was inferred in RAxML under a GTRGAMMA model of evolution and support was assessed using 100 rapid bootstraps. All splits received high bootstrap support (>90%) except three (indicated by arrows on figure) . The outgroup Aplodontia rufa was trimmed from this figure for clarity. Tribal status for major clades is listed at right. Taxa are colored by continent of origin; Urocitellus parryii occurs in both North America and Asia. based summary methods NJst and ASTRAL. Perhaps most notably, Holarctic ground squirrels (Urocitellus) were recovered as monophyletic only in RAxML; all three summary coalescent methods instead recovered separate, non-sister "small-eared" and "large-eared" clades of Urocitellus (Fig. 4) .
Progressive filtering of the UCE data set by information content drove topological change within all methods (Fig. 5) . Topological sensitivity (i.e., the magnitude of change in RF distances) varied by method, with the two-step summary methods NJst and ASTRAL being most sensitive across the range of information content analyzed here, each varying by an RF distance of eight between original trees (i.e., Fig. 5 ) and those inferred from the smallest but most informative empirically filtered data set. Notably, in NJst, the highest divergences from the baseline tree were found in trees at intermediate filtering levels.
RAxML also produced varying topologies under varying filtering schemes, but, unlike NJst and ASTRAL, total deviations in topology (RF distances) under that method appear somewhat uncorrelated with increasing information content (Fig. 5) . SVDquartets topologies were by far the most robust to changes in per-locus information content of empirical data sets, varying by RF scores of only 0−2 across the entire range of filters employed. However, we note that those differences were the result of varying placement of two different taxa (either S. davidianus or Urocitellus columbianus changed position in trees inferred under the most extreme filters). Figure 6 shows all of these changes in the combined tree space, alongside that of topologies inferred from randomly selected data sets of identical size. Interestingly, when considering the randomly selected data sets, all three coalescent-based methods performed similarly, displaying small amounts 306 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 68 FIGURE 4. Phylogenetic hypotheses of tribe Marmotini inferred on the baseline UCE data set using three coalescent-based methods: a) NJst, b) ASTRAL, and c) SVDQuartets. Bootstrap support values were calculated with reference to the species tree, and values below 90% are listed on each topology. The positions of three internal branches found to be persistently discordant among methods (including RAxML) are labeled on each tree. Note that relationships among Urocitellus (indicated by "3") are similar among coalescent methods but discordant with the concaten RAxML concantenated tree. of topological discordance under low to moderate filtering regimes (up to one-third of loci removed) but yielding increasingly divergent trees as filtering became more extreme (Figs. 4 and 5) .
Despite the topological changes that occurred when filtering by information content, complete concordance among methods was extremely rare; indeed, we never achieved full among-method concordance for the empirical data under any filtering regime (Fig. 6a) . The only two instances of concordance we documented were between different pairs of methods at intermediate filtering levels, between RAxML and ASTRAL (≥20% variable sites filter, 1252 UCEs), and between ASTRAL and SVDquartets (≥25% variable sites filter, 740 UCEs). We found a near-lack of topological agreement across the five randomly selected data sets as well, with only two instances of pairwise concordance documented across all 40 analyses (both of these were between RAxML and SVDquartets). Yet, despite this lack of full amongmethod concordance, filtering did improve agreement among methods relative to the randomly selected data sets (Fig. 7) . Post hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that the largest such improvements were driven by (but not limited to) improved concordance of NJst with other methods (Supplementary Fig. S3 available on Dryad).
In general, most analyses received high mean bootstrap support (Fig. 8) . Mean bootstrap values in concatenated analysis were uniformly high, but we did not detect a trend in which concatenation was alone in consistently yielding strong support for a particular hypothesis (e.g., Giarla and Esselstyn 2015; Linkem et al. 2016 ). When we excluded A. rufa from RAxML analyses, support was similar across the tree but decreased for the node uniting Tamiini and Marmotini minus Sciurotamias (from 100% to 70%). Consistently high bootstrap values were recovered in most SVDquartets analyses as well. In summary coalescent methods, bootstrap support tapered off under the most extreme filters, likely the result of decreasing statistical power due to low numbers of loci. For empirically filtered data sets, this reduction in bootstrap support from gene-tree based methods typically occurred at the three regions of phylogenetic discord highlighted in Figures 3 and 4 . The changes in support for conflicting topological hypotheses across all empirical data sets and inference methods are depicted in Figure 9 . In randomly selected data sets, where mean support tapered off more severely relative to empirical data sets (especially in ASTRAL and NJst; Fig. 8 ), additional decreases in bootstrap support tended to occur for species relationships within Marmota, Tamias, and Spermophilus. It is clear from Figure 9 that in certain cases (e.g., placement of Sciurotamias), moderate support existed for contrasting hypotheses across filtered data sets but within methods, although the fact that most support values were in this range may capture an appropriate lack of certainty (Giarla and Esselstyn 2015) .
DISCUSSION
Critically evaluating the underlying properties of loci, and how these affect historical inference, is an increasingly important component of phylogenomic studies (e.g., Phillips et al. 2004; Salichos and Rokas 2013; Betancur-R et al. 2014; Doyle et al. 2015; Klopfstein et al. 2017; Scornavacca and Galtier 2017; Brown and Thomson 2016) . Our interrogation of a novel phylogenomic data set is a reminder that in zones of low phylogenetic signal, such as ancient or recent radiations, resolution of recalcitrant relationships can be dependent not only on the overall information content of loci, but also on the inference method(s) used. Among-method concordance is not a proxy for phylogenetic accuracy, but it can nevertheless elevate confidence in certain relationships. Filtering of loci by information content improved topological concordance among methods in our study, but a disproportionate amount of this improvement was from improved consistency of the NJst method. In other instances of topological discord, filtering did not necessarily promote concordance among methods, and we never achieved full topological concordance in our study. Our results thus differ from recent empirical studies that did find topological stability across filtering regimes (Harris et al. 2014; Blom et al. 2017) or, alternatively, topological concordance across inference methods once filtering was imposed (Hosner et al. 2016; Manthey et al. 2016 ). This suggests that filtering by information content can positively impact phylogenomic inference in some cases, but in ways that depend on additional methodological considerations (level of filtering, inference method) and the evolutionary history of the clade of interest.
Discordance in Marmotine Phylogeny: Impacts of Inference
Method At least two factors related to choice of inference method contributed to topological discordance in our study. First, concatenation exhibited inconsistent 308 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 68 FIGURE 6. Plot of Robinson-Foulds tree space depicting topological discordance among four different inference methods for a) empirically filtered UCE data sets and b) all randomly selected UCE data sets. Colors of points correspond to inference method (circles: RAxML, diamonds: NJst, triangles: ASTRAL, and squares: SVDquartets). Isoclines depict the combined density of trees from empirically filtered and randomly selected (i.e., a and b). Over-plotted points are offset slightly to aid visualization. FIGURE 7. Topological dissimilarities (Robinson-Foulds distances) among the trees inferred from four inference methods (RAxML, ASTRAL, NJst, SVDQuartets) within each filtering regime. Black points are among-method RF distances for empirically filtered data sets, and grey points are among-method RF distances across the five randomly selected data sets. Error bars represent the standard deviation about each mean RF distance. Labels on the x-axis list the number of UCE loci per data set; see Figure 1 for a description of locus variability within each empirically filtered data set.
responses to data set filtering (i.e., Fig. 5 ). For the lowest levels of filtering, we observed a greater range of topologies under concatenation than for any other method (Fig. 5) . Although this was true for both empirically filtered and randomly selected data sets, it was more pronounced in the latter. It is important to point out that more extreme levels of filtering induced even greater topological change in two-step summary coalescent methods (NJst, ASTRAL) than in concatenation; however, topological shifts in the former methods tended to improve among-method concordance on average (Figs. 5 and 6, Supplementary  Fig. S3 available on Dryad).
One cause of topological shifts under concatenation could be sampling biases that can occur when filtering causes systematic changes in locus length or numbers of variable sites (Betancur-R et al. 2014 ). This could have caused topological variation among randomly selected data sets; however, it does not explain differences between concatenation and summary coalescent approaches within the same, empirically filtered data sets. Another cause of topological instability under concatenation could be the disproportionately greater changes in signal induced in this method relative to summary coalescent approaches. This could occur because gene trees distill the phylogenetic signal of many nucleotides down to a bifurcating topology and limited range of bootstrap values, the latter of which may not accurately reflect the strength of signal within a gene (Brown and Thomson, 2016) . However, we note that SVDquartets (another site-based method) displayed low topological variation across most (but not all) filtered data sets. Instead of either of these explanations, the topological shifts observed under concatenation may be most consistent with inability to explicitly accommodate discordant coalescent histories (Kubatko and Degnan 2007; Salichos and Rokas 2013; Chou et al. 2015 ), leading to model violation under concatenation regardless of filtered data set size. Nevertheless, we cannot rule out the accuracy of at least some topologies produced by RAxML and note that concatenation has outperformed summary coalescent methods in some instances of extreme ILS and/or high gene tree error Molloy and Warnow 2018) .
A second major contribution to overall topological discordance was the disagreement found within the summary coalescent framework (NJst, ASTRAL, SVDquartets). NJst yielded the most discordant species trees among summary methods and was thus the largest contributor to among-method differences. ASTRAL and SVDquartets trees were more similar to each other on average (Fig. 5, Supplementary Fig. S3 ). Thus, although we originally predicted that ASTRAL and NJst may result in similar inferences from identical collections of gene trees across the filtering gradient, we instead observed shifts in topology (Fig. 4) and bootstrap support (Fig. 8 ) of different magnitude across filtering regimes, including variable support for alternative phylogenetic hypotheses at key nodes (Fig. 9) . High topological sensitivity of NJst relative to other methods was also observed in a previous study (Chou et al. 2015) . Although coalescent-based methods are preferable to concatenation when gene tree heterogeneity is severe, our study reiterates that disagreement among coalescent methods is possible and, sometimes, persistent. The near-ubiquitous lack of topological concordance among coalescent-based estimates that we report contrasts with previous UCEbased studies in which filtering by information content promoted topological reconciliation (and thus higher confidence in phylogenetic relationships) at both deep and shallow phylogenetic levels (e.g., Hosner et al. 2016; Linkem et al. 2016; Manthey et al. 2016; Meiklejohn et al. 2016) .
The quartet-based method SVDquartets showed the least topological change across our empirically filtered data sets. SVDquartets yielded identical empirical tree topologies across the five most inclusive filters (Figs. 5 310 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 68
Conflict in three different regions of marmotine phylogeny. For each phylogenetic region (rows), bootstrap support received for alternative phylogenetic hypotheses (colored cladograms) is plotted across all four inference methods (columns) and filters used in this study. Each barplot contains bootstrap support values for alternative hypotheses across filtered data sets arranged from least exclusive to most exclusive filters, as in Figures 5, 7 , and 8. Bars with bootstrap values less than 100 indicate support for additional relationships unlisted here. Base = baseline UCE data set. For region 2, Marmotini (recent) refers to the clade containing Spermophilus, Urocitellus, Poliocitellus, Xerospermophilus, Ictidomys, and Cynomys. and 6); the maximum RF distance among all empirical SVDquartets trees was just two (trees differed in placement of either S. davidianus or U. columbianus). Near-invariance of the SVDquartets method across this wide range of per-locus information content likely reflects the ability of the method to utilize site patterns in the sequence data directly, potentially increasing precision of quartet evaluation relative to the precision of individual gene trees, the latter of which may introduce substantial error (Chifman and Kubatko 2015; Molloy and Warnow 2018) . Previous work found SVDquartets to display favorable performance when gene tree estimation error is high (Molloy and Warnow 2018 ) and the method is efficient and accurate under some realistic biological scenarios (Chifman and Kubatko 2014) . Conversely, Chou et al. (2015) and Molloy and Warnow (2018) reported reduced accuracy of SVDquartets relative to other summary methods under 311 conditions of high ILS but low gene tree estimation error. Identifying the contexts in which the performance of SVDquartets is superior to two-step methods will require additional tests across a greater diversity of empirical and simulated data sets.
To Filter or Not to Filter
The accuracy of many two-step coalescent-based methods generally improves with increasing numbers of loci (DeGiorgio and Degnan 2014; Giarla and Esselstyn 2015; Mirarab and Warnow 2015; Mirarab et al. 2016 ). Yet, Liu and Yu (2011) and DeGiorgio and Degnan (2014) found NJst/STAR to be capable of high accuracy despite relatively low (e.g., 50-100) numbers of loci, which is smaller than our smallest data set (150 loci; Fig. 1) . Similarly, Mirarab et al. (2014 Mirarab et al. ( , 2015 showed that ASTRAL performed better than both NJst/STAR and MP-EST using small numbers of loci. In their analysis of Cryptoblepharus lizards, Blom et al. (2017) empirically demonstrated ASTRAL's ability to recover consistent species trees using low numbers of loci. However, accuracy of two-step methods for data sets of any size also depends on parameters such as speciation times, population demography, and substitution rates (Roch and Warnow 2015) , all of which conspire to impact gene tree estimation accuracy (Huang and Knowles 2009) . Simulation studies (where loci are often more uniformly informative, and evolutionary and population genetic scenarios are simplistic) may therefore provide only partial insight into potential sensitivities of summary methods under complex evolutionary scenarios.
Comparisons among empirical studies might permit broader insights into impacts of filtering on summary methods, especially if these studies have relied on highly conserved genomic markers deployed across disparate taxa and timescales (e.g., UCEs). In the radiation of galliform birds, Hosner et al. (2016) found ASTRAL and other summary methods to be sensitive to filtering by information content (numbers of parsimony informative sites), which is consistent with our results (Figs. 5 and 6 ). Those authors believed ASTRAL performed optimally when information content was high but the fraction of missing taxa was low. In a more focused study of gallopheasants, Meiklejohn et al. (2016) found higher concordance from ASTRAL when uninformative or lowinformation loci were excluded. Likewise, in tanagers, Manthey et al. (2016) found improved concordance between ASTRAL and STAR when excluding lowinformation loci. The examples above support previous assessments (e.g., Mirarab et al. 2014 ) that ASTRAL and other summary methods can be sensitive to gene tree precision (and therefore locus information content), particularly when speciation times are short, and that filtering can promote topological concordance in some of these situations.
Conversely, Doyle et al. (2015) systematically analyzed a UCE data set taken from across eight deeply divergent amniote taxa. They asked whether filtering of loci according to three different metrics (evolutionary rate, clocklike-ness, and posterior predictive consistency) improved consistency of gene trees with respect to an accepted reference topology. Doyle et al. (2015) found evolutionary rate to be the least impactful of these three filters; concordance with the reference topology was not higher among faster-evolving loci, nor was it lower among more slowly evolving loci. If evolutionary rate can be considered a predictor of the numbers of variable or parsimony-informative sites in a locus, then the findings of Doyle et al. (2015) may contradict those in some empirical UCE-based studies, including ours. However, it is possible that evolutionary rate as calculated by those authors (sum of gene tree branch lengths) is imperfectly correlated with counts of variable sites. This could occur if evolutionary rate (and thus the accumulation of substitutions) varies across taxa or through time. We also note the much deeper temporal scale of Doyle et al.'s (2015) analysis, and the fact that their reference topology was already strongly supported by coalescent-based species tree methods ). These observations may be indicative of relatively lower amounts of phylogenetic noise than are present in studies of recently diverged or rapidly radiating clades.
When gene tree estimation error is a concern and ILS is expected to be widespread, coalescent-based methods that reduce reliance on individual (and potentially anomalous) gene trees (e.g., SVDquartets) would seem to represent a critical tool in instances of known radiation. Our analysis suggests that SVDquartets is robust across a broad range of filters, and that it is able to efficiently utilize per-locus information content, even if that content varies and is sometimes low on a per-locus basis. Molloy and Warnow (2018) showed that SVDquartets performed better than other summary methods under conditions of high ILS and gene tree estimation error. We believe this is consistent with our findings given high levels of ILS found in certain marmotine clades and the low support found in some gene trees analyzed here (Fig. 9 , Supplementary Fig. S2 available on Dryad), respectively. Conversely, Hodel et al. (2017) found SVDquartets topologies to be more variable at phylogeographic scales across data sets that had been filtered by completeness. The latter result is not in agreement with our empirical data sets, but may be similar to our randomly selected UCE data sets, where sensitivity of SVDquartets was comparable to other summary methods. We suggest that our findings with respect to filtering and SVDquartets performance may be most applicable at moderate phylogenetic scales (e.g., among mammalian genera) and with reference to information content specifically, where potential sampling biases due to low phylogenetic signal (due to ILS or low per-locus variability) are minimized.
Researchers considering whether and how to filter phylogenomic data sets must consider additional byproducts of the filtering process as well. Information content (as quantified under a variety of metrics) can be inversely correlated with the amount of missing data (i.e., data missing either at random or as a result of 312 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 68 missing taxa). Significant focus has historically been given to the impacts of missing data, and that focus has persisted into the phylogenomic era, with taxonomic completeness being among the most commonly applied filters in phylogenomic studies to date. However, and reiterated previous arguments (Philippe et al. 2004; Wiens 2006; Wiens and Morrill 2011) that maximizing number of loci in spite of missing taxa may not harm phylogenomic inference. We suggest that the benefits of incorporating missing data may depend on the method to be used; for example, two-step summary methods are likely to benefit most from increasing data set size only if information content is high and gene tree estimation error can be minimized Chou et al. 2015; Molloy and Warnow 2018) .
Even when additional variables can be controlled, and as our review of the empirical literature demonstrates, filtering by information content may not lead to identical outcomes in all evolutionary scenarios. Although the conserved nature of UCEs permits efficient capture and high certainty of homology across taxonomic and phylogenetic scales, both the UCE core and flanking regions tend to show lower variability than other classes of loci (e.g., McCormack et al. 2012) . Filtering by information content may therefore provide relatively higher benefits for UCE data sets than for classes of more rapidly evolving loci. Huang and Knowles (2016) showed that, within a RADseq context, stricter tolerances for missing taxa or loci might lead to exclusion of the most informative loci (as restriction sites are more likely to experience substitution in faster-evolving loci). Any decision of how strongly to filter phylogenomic data sets must therefore be made within an explicitly methodological context, considering the inference method(s) to be used, the phylogenetic scale of analyses, and actual biological properties of the loci used and the organisms of interest.
Old and New Uncertainties in Marmotine Phylogeny
The radiation of Marmotini is a problematic region of the rodent Tree of Life (e.g., Mercer and Roth 2003; Steppan et al. 2004; Fabre et al. 2012) . It is well established that diversification of this tribe was extremely rapid (Black 1963; Hafner 1984) , an evolutionary response to expansion of grass-dominated ecosystems across vast tracts of North America and Asia beginning in the mid-Miocene (Jacobs et al. 1999; Strömberg 2005) . This radiation was also propelled by the intermittent interconnectedness of temperate North America and Asia via Beringia, which should have created opportunities for colonization of novel biological zones. The potential for these climatic and ecological factors to fuel diversification in ground squirrels is supported by examples of rodent evolution in response to both geologic change and emerging ecological opportunity across the globe (e.g. Although each of the methodological factors we examined in this study (choice of inference method, filtering by information content) impacted phylogenetic estimation, robust support nevertheless existed across methods and data sets for a number of existing systematic hypotheses. These include the sister relationship between chipmunks and all other marmotines, as well as the relationships among representatives of different chipmunk subgenera (i.e., T. sibiricus, T. striatus, all other Tamias). Our analyses also confirm sister relationships between aridland-adapted antelope ground squirrels (Ammospermophilus) and tropical ground squirrels (Notocitellus), and between the rock squirrels (Otospermophilus) and goldenmantled ground squirrels (Callospermophilus). Like the splits that gave rise to those lineages, the split giving rise to the distinctive, large-bodied marmots (Marmota) also occurred relatively early in marmotine history. These diversification pulses were followed temporally by radiation of an ecologically diverse clade of 6 ground squirrel genera (Spermophilus, Urocitellus, Poliocitellus, Xerospermophilus, Ictidomys, and Cynomys), whose relationships have been more difficult to parse.
Despite agreement among methods and data sets for the divergence scenarios described above, there are topological discordances among methods that reduce our certainty in marmotine phylogeny and still require explanation. Some of these discordances were at shallow phylogenetic levels, in clades known to have experienced rapid radiation, or whose phylogeny has previously been difficult to resolve (Marmota, Spermophilus, Urocitellus, Tamias). Because we avoided sampling most known hybridizing species pairs, and because most known instances of introgression appear largely confined to the mitochondrial genome (e.g., Sullivan et al. 2014; Good et al. 2015; McLean et al. 2016) , these discordances and the three higher-level discordances in marmotine phylogeny (i.e., among genera and tribes) that persisted among methods and across most empirical filtered analyses are unlikely to be the result of introgression.
The first higher-level discordance was in placement of Père David's Rock Squirrel (Sciurotamias davidianus), a taxon that molecular data have suggested is a marmotine (Steppan et al. 2004 ). This southern Asian lineage is morphologically and ecologically distinct among marmotines and has been variously placed in the tribes Tamiasciurini (chickarees or red squirrels; Moore 1959), Ratufini (giant tree squirrels; Callahan and Davis 1982) , or Tamiini (chipmunks; Gromov et al. 1965) . That diversity of arrangements attests to the magnitude of systematic uncertainty surrounding the genus. Our analyses confirmed placement of Sciurotamias outside Tamiasciurini (as in Steppan et al. 2004 ), but we were unable to decipher its relationship within Marmotini with high certainty. Notably, some level of support was found for all possible three-taxon (i.e., Sciurotamias, Tamiini, Marmotini) arrangements (Fig. 9, top panel) .
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A minority of species trees (all from the most discordant method, NJst) placed Sciurotamias sister to Marmotini exclusive of chipmunks, which would solidify inclusion in Marmotini and a closer relationship to more morphologically derived ground squirrels. It is noteworthy that a number of bootstrapped topologies supported this topology in ASTRAL as well (Fig. 9) ; however, support for this relationship in both NJst and ASTRAL declined with increasing per-locus information content. A second arrangement, Sciurotamias sister to Tamiini + Marmotini, was recovered in some RAxML and ASTRAL species trees and could potentially support allocation of Sciurotamias into a tribe of its own, Sciurotamiini, as advocated by Krystufek and Vohralík (2013) . However, bootstrap support for that arrangement was only high (>70%) in RAxML analyses of the largest concatenated matrices. A third hypothesis, the sister relationship between Sciurotamias and chipmunks (Tamias; Fig. 4 ), gained increasing support among methods, and was the consensus arrangement in all methods under the most extreme filtering scenario (Fig. 9) . Such instability in relationships of major marmotine lineages may be due to a short internal branch resulting from their early geographic isolation from one another, resulting in a paucity of synapomorphies in UCEs to resolve splits with high confidence.
Second, there was disagreement among methods regarding the sequence of early splits within core Marmotini. RAxML and SVDquartets each strongly supported a sister relationship between Marmota and (Otospermophilus, Callospermophilus), consistent with mtDNA (Harrison et al. 2003) . Conversely, some species trees inferred from NJst and ASTRAL favored a closer relationship of (Otospermophilus, Callospermophilus) with other marmotines to the exclusion of Marmota (Fig. 3) , which may be more consistent with signals from fossil (Black 1963) , morphological (Bryant 1945; Hafner 1984) , and electrophoretic (Hafner 1984) data. The fossil record documents existence of these ground squirrel lineages early in the history of Marmotini (Black 1963; Goodwin 2008) as well as the rapid evolution of marmots toward a novel morphological and ecological zone (Hafner 1984; Blumstein and Armitage 1998; Polly et al. 2015; McLean et al. 2018) . However, while the latter relationship was supported in some NJst species trees, it generally received poor support among bootstrapped trees in NJst and ASTRAL with the application of stricter filters. The weight of our results instead supports a sister relationship between (Otospermophilus, Callospermophilus) and Marmota.
Finally, our UCE-based study provides new insight while also illuminating persistent uncertainty in the most recent radiation of ground squirrels. Species trees from all methods and analyses strongly supported the (Xerospermophilus, (Ictidomys, Cynomys)) arrangement, which differs from previous inferences based on morphology (Bryant 1945; Hafner 1984) , allozymes (Hafner 1984) , and mtDNA (Harrison et al. 2003) . Such high phylogenetic signal for this clade was unexpected given fossil evidence for rapid Plio-Pleistocene radiation of prairie dogs (Cynomys; Black 1963; Goodwin 1995 Goodwin , 2008 , but it now provides context for understanding the evolution and conservation of these aridland genera. Conversely, topological conflict was rampant when attempting to determine the sister taxon of that clade (Fig. 9) . Unlike RAxML, coalescent-based species trees rarely recovered Urocitellus (Holarctic ground squirrels) as a sister group to (Xerospermophilus, (Ictidomys, Cynomys)). They also rarely recovered Urocitellus as a monophyletic assemblage. Historically, Urocitellus has been informally divided into "big-eared" and "smalleared" groups based on trenchant differences in body size, habitat, and ecological niche (Howell 1938; Helgen et al. 2009; McLean et al. 2016 ), but there is no overwhelming evidence to date suggesting that they do not form a clade. Almost all possible arrangements were found in bootstrapped trees with respect to big-eared and small-eared Urocitellus, the monotypic Poliocitellus (Franklin's ground squirrel), and the aforementioned (Xerospermophilus, (Ictidomys, Cynomys)) group (Fig. 9) . Such conflict among coalescent-based methods is notable, particularly as summary methods should be capable of accommodating the ILS presumed to be a major driver of phylogenetic uncertainty in the group (McLean et al. 2016) due to rapid radiation (Black 1963; Harrison et al. 2003; Goodwin 2008) . Resolving these splits with higher resolution is crucial given the restricted ranges and sensitive conservation status of most "small-eared" Urocitellus, and may require additional, more rapidly evolving genomic markers.
CONCLUSIONS
Systematically filtering a phylogenomic data set by per-locus variability impacted inference methods differently when attempting to resolve higher-level relationships in the radiation of Marmotini. Filtering generally increased concordance among methods, and benefitted some methods (here, NJst) more than others, but complete among-method concordance was never achieved. Thus, when phylogenetic signal is low due to lack of synapomorphies caused by extreme ILS, early isolation of lineages, or both, sensitivity of phylogenetic methods to data set filtering can be highly variable. It is critical to recognize that the optimality of any locusbased filter will also depend on complex interactions between clade evolutionary history, phylogenetic depth, and biological properties of the loci available. We suggest that resolution of the most recalcitrant radiations is most likely to come by systematic interrogation of disparate phylogenomic data sets using simulations on known phylogenies or integration across a sufficiently wide variety of filtering parameters and inference methods (e.g., this study), which can expose methodological inconsistencies and pave the way to a more accurately resolved Tree of Life.
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